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The delay time method has gained attention in shallow seismic refraction 
survey because it has the capability to map the lateral thickness of overburden 
and relief of bedrock. This study addresses the comparison between the perfor-
mances of the plus-minus and conventional reciprocal methods using a synthetic 
data. The interpretations obtained from both methods are reasonably comparable 
to the actual geophysical models. This suggests that either of the methods can be 
used to construct a geologic section. However, the result of randomized complete 
block design (RCBD) experiment shows a significant difference in the type of 
method used and this necessitate the need for further test. The pairwise compari-
son suggests that the plus-minus method produces a model that better mimics the 
actual data than the conventional reciprocal method.

Keywords: seismic refraction, plus-minus method, conventional reciprocal meth-
od, RCBD

1. Introduction

Shallow refraction method has been widely used for decades to evaluate near 
surface problems (Whiteley and Eccleston, 2006). The method has been utilized 
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to provide information such as depth to water table, thickness of overburden, 
depth to consolidated materials and other parameters for geotechnical engineer-
ing, hydrogeological and environmental applications.

The delay time methods such as plus-minus (Hagedoorn, 1959) and conven-
tional reciprocal methods (Hawkins, 1961) offer the flexibility to map slightly 
dipping interfaces of less than 10°. This is an advantage over the slope intercept 
method which assumes that the interface between layers are nearly planar. The 
delay time methods allow measurements in both directions from which parame-
ters such as the dip, critical angle, seismic velocities and other parameters can be 
determined effectively.

In this paper, we present results of our statistical analysis of the efficiency 
and performance of plus-minus and conventional reciprocal methods in mapping 
slightly dipping reflector.

2. Method

Plus-minus and conventional reciprocal methods assume that first-arrivals 
only originate by critical refraction from laterally continuous refractors with rel-
atively simple velocity distributions. Since the concepts are well known, the 
mathematical framework of the methods are briefly illustrated and explained. 
The generalized reciprocal method (GRM) (Palmer, 1981) is not considered here 
due to query by several authors in practically estimating the so called optimum 
migration distance (Sjögren, 2000; Leung, 1995; Whiteley, 1990).

2.1. Plus-minus method

The plus-minus method is derived considering the geometry shown in Fig. 1. 
The schematic diagram illustrates two shots at A and C. Let the delay time at 
the two shot points and geophone G be denoted as tA, tC and tG respectively.

Figure 1. Geometry of refracted raypath traveling from shot points A and C to geophone placed at G 
for a 2 layer case
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The travel times for refraction events that would travel between A and C is 
given as:

 tAC tA tC
y

V2
= + +  (1)

 tAG tA tG
x

V2
= + +  (2)

 tCG tC tG
y−x
V2

= + +  (3)

where refraction arrival times from shot points A and C to geophone at G are de-
noted as tAG and tCG respectively, and tAC is the reciprocal time for wave traveling 
from shot point A to a receiver at C. Adding equations 1 and 2 gives the plus term 
(t+) as:

 t+ tCGtAG tAC
1
2

= + −(( ) (4)

The depth to the refractor under G can be computed by:

 t+
V1

 
V2ZG

V2

=
2 V1

2−( )
 (5)

The minus term involves subtracting equation 3 from 2 as:

 tCGtAG tA tC
2x
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=− − −
y

V2
+  (6)

 t– = + K2x
V2
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The velocity V2 can then be estimated by plotting tAG - tCG against x.

2.2. Reciprocal method

The conventional reciprocal method computes subsurface parameters as:

 tV tCGtAG tAC
1
2

= − +(( ) (8)

 tm tCGtAG tAC
1
2

= + −(( ) (9)

where tV is velocity analysis function, tm is time model function. Time model func-
tion can be generally written in terms of depth, ZG, as:
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The time model function is converted to a depth model by multiplying by 
depth conversion factor (DCF) as:

 ZG DCFtAG= ∙  (11)

where

 Vn
 
VjDCF

Vn

=
2 Vj

2−( )
 (12)

where Vn and Vj are velocity of nth layer and that above it respectively, and ZG is 
the perpendicular depth to the refractor under geophone G.

3. Synthetic data example

In this section, we demonstrate the accuracy of subsurface parameters (depth 
and velocity) of plus-minus and conventional reciprocal methods for slightly dip-
ping reflector synthetic model (Fig. 2a) obtained by ray tracing. The model con-
sists of two layers of 1,000 m/s and 5,000 m/s respectively. Reversed survey con-
sisting two sources and twelve (12) geophones was utilized to simulate the 
refraction time arrivals. A distance of 5 m was added to both ends of the model to 
reduce edge effect in simulating arrival times. The time-distance curve of refrac-
tion events is shown in Fig. 2b.
Table 1. Computed depth in comparison to true measurement.

Geophone position Actual depth Plus-minus depth Reciprocal depth
0 10.6000 11.2200 11.2200
5 11.0000 11.3199 11.3104
10 11.3000 11.7297 11.7199
15 12.0000 12.1907 12.1805
20 12.3000 12.7541 12.7434
25 13.0000 13.2151 13.2040
30 13.3000 13.8810 13.8694
35 14.0000 14.1883 14.1764
40 14.3000 14.8542 14.8417
45 15.0000 15.2639 15.2512
60 16.3000 16.5000 16.3000
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Figure 2. (a) Synthetic model consisting of two homogeneous velocity layers (b) Time-distance plot of 
arrival times.

(a)

(b)

In both methods, the apparent velocity of the first layer is computed with inter-
cept slope method, while the true velocity is taken as the average of apparent ve-
locities for the two direct arrival segments from forward and reversed shooting. 
Figure 3 shows the minus time plot which gives the velocity of the second layer as 
5,151 m/s. The depths under each geophone computed are shown in Tab. 1.

The velocity analysis function component (Fig. 4a) of the conventional recip-
rocal method estimates the second layer velocity as 5,263 m/s. For this method, 
the depth under each geophone was computed using the time model function in 
Fig. 4b and converted to a depth section using appropriate depth conversion fac-
tor (DCF).

The depth sections (Fig. 5) generated by the two methods compare favorably 
with the actual model, although the depths are greater than their true values but 
they are within acceptable error levels, and they both exhibit similar statistics 
with the original data (Fig. 6).
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Figure 3. Time minus function of the plus-minus method.

Figure 4. (a) Velocity analysis function plot (b) Time model function plot.

(a)

(b)
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Figure 5. Synthetic model consisting of two homogeneous velocity layers by (a) plus-minus method 
(b) conventional reciprocal method.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Histogram of estimated depths by the 
two methods in comparison with the true model 
(a) original data (b) plus-minus (method 1) (c) 
conventional reciprocal method (method 2).

(a)

(c)

(b)

3.1. Statistical analysis of the methods

To statistically analyze which method is more efficient than the other, we 
adopted a randomized complete block design (RCBD) which is one of the basic 
methods used in experimental design. In our design, the treatments are the mod-
el, plus-minus and conventional reciprocal methods while the blocks are the geo-
phone positions.
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3.2. Theorem

In general, RCBD design is of the form shown in Tab. 2 (Montgomery, 2013)
Table 2. Theory of RCBD.
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Table 2 shows the treatments (T1, T2 Ti.................... ) against blocks  
( B1,B2 Bb....................... ). As mentioned above, the treatments are the model 
(plus-minus and conventional reciprocal methods) while the blocks are the geo-
phone positions. Each response yib represents the depth from method i geophone 
location b.

 = εijyij βj+ + +μ τi  (13)

where: yib = depth from method i geophone location b,

 μ = overall average depth (mean effect),

 τi = (μi – μ) = real contribution of  model,

 Bb = (bb – b) = real contribution of bth block (geophone position) and

 εib = variation due to experimental error.

Using the least square error approximation:

 =1
i∑ b 2εijj∑ 1

i∑ b
j∑ yij βj− − −( )μ τi 2 (14)

Taking derivatives with respect to μ, τi, βj; and since we have ’t’ and ’b’ lin-
early independent equations for both treatment and block with one redundant 
equation for each, then imposing the constraint that the sum of deviation from 
mean is zero, i.e.

 =1
i∑ b

j∑ βj0; = 0τi  (15)

We obtained

 βj= = =y. . ; ;μ τi μ μ− y y− − −  (16)

For experiment involving RCBD, we tested the equality of the treatment 
means i.e.
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 = = ≠... ;μ1 μ2 μt μi μjHo: H1: At least one  (17)

Note for RCBD,

yi. = sum of all observations taken under treatment i,

y.j = sum of all observations in block j,

y.. = grand total of all observations,

N(tb) = total number of observations,

y− = =
yi
by−  average of observations taken under treatment,

= =y y.
i

 average of observations in block and

= =y
y..
N

 grand average of all observations.

The total corrected sum of squares is given as:

 y y
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=

=
t
i 1 = 1∑ b

j∑

= 1
b
j∑ = 1

t
i∑ = 1

b
j∑ab i∑

=

t2

yij −(

yij(

)2y−

..)2y−..= 1 − + + +( )y− 2
..− − −( )y−y− y−  (18)

Thus in general the partition of the total sum of squares for RCBD is:

 SStreatments SSblocksSST SSE+ +=  (19)

where:

SST = treatment sum of square,

SSblocks = block sum of square and

SSE =  error sum of square.

Since there are N observations, SST has N – 1 degrees of freedom. There are t 
treatments and b blocks, so SStreatments and SSblocks have t – 1 and b – 1 degrees of 
freedom respectively.

The error sum of squares is the sum of squares between cells minus the sum 
of squares of treatments and blocks. There are t·b cells with t·b – 1 degree of free-
dom between them. So SSE has t·b – 1 – (t – 1) – (b – 1) = (t – 1) · (b – 1) degrees of 
freedom. Finding the expected values of SST partitions divided by their degree of 
freedoms resulted into:

 E(MStreatments) = = 1
2

+σ b
t

2 i∑ τi
1−

 (20)
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 E(MSblocks) = = 1
2

+σ t
b

2 j∑ βj
1−

 (21)

 E(MSE) = σ2 (22)

where: E(MStreatments) = expected value of treatment mean square,
 E(MSblocks) = expected value of block mean square and
 E(MSE) = expected value of error mean square.
Thus to test the equality of the treatment means, the test statistic is

 Fo =
MSE

MSt  (23)

which is distributed as Ft – 1,(t – 1) · (b – 1) if the null hypothesis is true. The criti-
cal region is the upper tail of the F distribution, and we reject Ho if  
Fo >  Fa, t – 1, (t – 1)·(b – 1).

To this end, we performed the RCBD experiment using the ‘minitab’ statisti-
cal package and the data is normalized by taking the inverse. 

However, prior to testing as shown in Fig. 7, we check the graphical model so 
as to validate the normality of our data. From the graphical model, the plots of 
residuals against fits show no apparent patterns to indicate either interaction 
between the treatments (model and the two methods) or the position of the geo-
phone. This shows that the residual has a constant variance.

Figure 7. Residual plots.
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The normal probability plot is consistent with the normality of error with a 
p-value of 0.319, thereby confirming the normality of the data. Residual versus 
observation order shows the independent relationship (uncorrelation) between 
the treatments output and lastly the histogram shows no outliers in the data.

Table 3 represents the output of the design, since we are interested in testing 
the null hypothesis of no difference between treatment means against the alter-
native hypothesis of difference between two means; we consider the p-value for 
the treatments (method) as shown in the table. The p-value 0.000 suggest that 
the type of treatment (model) has a significant effect on the response obtained 
and thus the null hypothesis of no difference should be rejected. 

Table 3. Two-way ANOVA: DATA versus METHOD, LOCATION.

Source DF SS MS F P
Method
Location
Error
Total

2
10
20
32

0.0000373
0.0029362
0.0000122

0.0000186
0.0002936
0.0000006

30.46
480.22

0.000
0.000

Table 4. Center of confidence intervals (CI) for the pairwise difference contrast.

Contrast Center of CI
τ1– τ2
τ1 – τ3
τ2– τ3

 0.0022794
 0.00222732
 –5.20763E–05

To solve this problem so as to ascertain or affirm the best out of the two meth-
ods (i.e. plus-minus and conventional reciprocal methods) that best imitate the 
original model, we proceed to form a confidence interval for differences in the ef-
fect of treatments. The Tukey MSD for RCBD design is computed as follows:

 n1

n1 n2

n2WTMSD MSE= � �
+  (24)

 tα,2n–2WT =
2

 (25)

 2.086 1.475   0.00033029  =  0.0004871WT = =
2

�  (26)

Using descriptive statistics to compute  for the treatments, where i = 1, 2, 3 
yielded 0.078169, 0.07589 and 0.075942 respectively. The centers of the simulta-
neous confidence interval for the pairwise difference contrast is given in Tab. 4.

If the result is compared with MSD, then it is obvious that the two methods 
provide a good estimation of the original model. However, the pairwise compari-
son between the two methods suggests that plus-minus method is better than 
the conventional reciprocal method.
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4. Conclusion

The results of plus-minus and conventional reciprocal methods have been 
compared qualitatively and quantitatively using a synthetic data acquired from 
a slightly dipping refractor.

The models obtained from both methods provide a close approximation to the 
actual geophysical model. Geophysical parameters such as velocities, dips and 
depths beneath each geophone are reasonably comparable to the actual measure-
ments which suggests that both methods can be employed in shallow refraction 
study of the near surface.

Further statistical test using randomized complete block design suggests 
that the method type is significant, and this necessitate the need for further test. 
Using pairwise comparison, the results suggest that the two methods provide a 
good representation of the actual model, however the result generated by plus-
minus method better imitates the actual geophysical model than the convention-
al reciprocal method.

We recommend testing the methods on complex model to properly evaluate 
this claim.
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SAŽETAK

Statistička analiza obrade podataka u nekim seizmičkim refrakcijs-
kim metodama: Primjer sintetičkih podataka

Peter Adetokunbo, Oluseun Adetola Sanuade, Paul Edigbue,  Kehinde Adegbola i 
Toluwani Daramola

Metoda vremenskog kašnjenja često se koristi u istraživanju plitke seizmičke refrak-
cije jer ima mogućnost kartiranja lateralne debljine nadsloja i reljefa stijena. Ovaj rad 
bavi se usporedbom svojstava plus-minus i konvencionalnih recipročnih metoda 
korištenjem sintetičkih podataka. Interpretacije dobivene objema metodama razumno su 
usporedive sa stvarnim geofizičkim modelima. To sugerira da se bilo koja od metoda može 
koristiti za konstrukciju geološke sekcije. Međutim, rezultat eksperimenta random-
iziranog cjelovitog projekta blokiranja (RCBD) pokazuje značajne razlike ovisno o 
korištenoj metodi, a to nameće potrebu za daljnjim ispitivanjima. Uparena usporedba sug-
erira da plus-minus metoda daje model koji bolje oponaša stvarne podatke u odnosu na 
konvencionalnu recipročnu metodu.

Ključne riječi: seizmička refrakcija, plus-minus metoda, konvencionalna recipročna meto-
da, RCBD
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